For decades, MONGIN have been following the evolution of high standards in the agri-food industry. The expertise gained over the years is proof of our manufacturing “savoir faire”. Our customer loyalty demonstrates our quality and our large, modern production capability is evidence of our performance and adaptability.
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BLADES FOR PROCESSED FOOD CUTTING

FREEZEDRIED VEGETABLE PUREE AND ICE CREAM
Based on your transformed product, we produce blade scrapers with different shapes and attachments.
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1 / « Freezer » blade scraper  2 / « Freezer » blade scraper  3 / Doctor blade

PIE CUTTING BLADES
MACHINE TYPE: JYGA, ...
Our blades have different shapes and dimensions to fit your machine specification.
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FRUIT & VEGETABLE CUTTING BLADES
We can manufacture tailored types of blades used in this sector based on your technical specifications.
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CHEESE CUTTING BLADES
We produce knives for either cheese portions or wheel cutting. Different coatings are available for this type of product.
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1 / Cheese wheel cutting blade  2 / Portion cutting blade

MEAT CUTTING BLADES
MACHINE TYPE: MYCOM, STORK, FREUND, ...
We manufacture different shapes of knives to cut meat like chicken. But also blades for bone and carcass cutting.
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1 / Carcass cutting blade  2 / Meat cutting blade

1 / Vegetable blade  2 / Coring blade  3 / Portion cutting blade
PACKAGING CUTTING BLADES

BLADES FOR CHEESE PACKAGING, FOOD TRAYS, ...
MACHINE TYPE: MECAPLASTIC, MULTIVAC, ...
Depending on your packing, we produce circular knives, crush knives for a lengthwise cut. For a cross cutting, we manufacture punches and dies set.

1 / Crush knife  2 / Crush perforating knife  3 / Perforating circular knife  4 / Circular knife

Punch and die set

FOIL COVERED FOOD TRAY BLADES
MACHINE TYPE: MECAPLASTIC, MULTIVAC, ...
We manufacture saw blades and sealing plates for sealing machines.

1 / Saw blade  2 / Sealing plate  3 / Fixing screw

ALUMINIUM FOIL CUTTING BLADES

1 / Punch  2 / Die set
FOOD PROCESSING

PROCESSED FOOD CUTTING BLADES

Ice blade
N°1 - Doctor blade « freezer

Cheese blade
N°2 - Cheese wheel cutting blade

Vegetable and fruit blades
N°3 - Vegetable cutting blade

Meat cutting blade
N°4 - Circular blade with STORK fixing
N°5 - Circular blade with hole fixing
N°6 - Blade for STORK machine
N°7 - Blade for STORK machine

PACKAGING CUTTING BLADES

Vertical cutting
N°8 - Serrated knife
N°9 - Sealing jaw

Horizontal cutting
N°10 - Sealing jaw
N°11 - Zig zag knife
N°12 - Anvil

Ice cream stick cutting blade
N°13 - Bevel-edged blade
N°14 - Backroll blade

Blades for cardboard, aluminium and polyethylene packaging
N°15 - Window knife
N°16 - Serrated knife
N°17 - TIN recoated blade